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LEVERAGED LEASING: AN ALTERNATIVE TO
OWNERSHIP OF MAJOR FARM EQUIPMENT
JAMES

S. BAILEY, JR.*

JAMES

B. DEAN**

I. INTRODUCTION
The financing resources and techniques of many capital markets
have not been used in the agricultural industry to the same extent
as in other industries. In many cases, financiers from the capital
markets have not understood farming operations and many persons
in the agricultural community have not comprehended the machinations of Wall Street and other financial centers. The result has
often left the farming community with financing sources available
for consumer goods while other industries have been financed through
a variety of capital programs providing cheaper and more readily
available money. Agriculture is a major business and, as such,
should have available to it and should take advantage of the imaginative financing techniques available to other businesses. This article explores one of those techniques-the leveraged lease.
In North Dakota, the farming industry is a predominant factor
in the economy. Total sales of farm products in 1969 were
2
$748,910,000.1 Of the State's land area, 97.3% was in 46,381 farms.
These farms had a value in land and buildings of $4,045,469,6918
and utilized equipment having an approximate market value in
1969 of $829,187,312.4 From 1946 to 1966, the average investment
* Ph.B, University of North Dakota, 1965; J.D., University of North Dakota, 1967;
Assistant Professor of Law, University of North Dakota, 1970-71; in private practice,
Englewood, Colorado.
** A.B., Kansas State University, 1962; J.D., Harvard Law School, 1965; partner, Mosley, Wells, & Dean, Denver Colorado.
1.

U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE STATISTICAL REPORTING SERvicEs, Agriculture

Census Data

for North Dakota 1969, (Ag. Statistics No. 27) (1972), at 9.
2. Id. at 2.
3. Id. at 3.
4. Id. at 14. On the average each farm had approximately 1.34 automobiles, 2.16 motor
trucks and pickups, 2.77 tractors and motor tillers, 1.04 riding garden tractors, 1.13 selfpropelled grain and bean combines, 1.07 corn pickers, corn heads, picker-shellers and 1.02
pick-up balers. Id. at 15.
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in farm machinery climbed from 8% to 17.8% of total farm investment. 5
Not only is the cost of machinery increasing as a percentage
of total farm investment, but in recent years, as for all other
industries, the costs of individual items of capital equipment for
the farming industry have spiraled upward. Although new techniques
of business finance have been developed in other industries, few
new significant sources of capital or methods of financing the fixed
costs of equipment have found their way into the agricultural community. One type of financing which is gaining more acceptance
by major business enterprises is the leasing of capital equipment.
It has been estimated "that the value of goods under lease has
soared to more than $40 billion from less than $20 billion five
years ago." 8 The strong ownership ethic traditionally held by businessmen of all kinds is giving way to a concept that "use and
not ownership is the crucial thing, and that leasing is just an alter' 7
native mode of financing.
The use of the leveraged lease has become more common as the
general use of leasing has expanded. While leasing has been employed in connection with the acquisition of agricultural equipment, its
use has not been widespread and other methods through which
farmers have acquired the use of equipment have remained more
prevalent. The leveraged lease has seen almost no utilization in
the agricultural setting.
There are basically four ways to provide equipment for farming
operations: ownership, partnership ownership, custom hiring and
leasing. Some advantages and disadvantages of these methods are
set forth in the following table: 8
ADVANTAGES

*Machine ,always available.

DISADVANTAGES

OWNERSHIP
*Capital is tied up during machine's

*Reduces chances of bringing noxious

weeds or disease to farm.
*Greater familiarity with machine increases safety.
*Owner takes better care of machine.
*Usually the lowest cost method.

life.

*Must pay personal property taxes.
*Ownership risks exist.

*Credit may be expensive.

5. Eidsvig & Olson, Determining Least-Cost Machinery Combinations, North Dakota State
Univ. of Ag. and Applied Sciences, (Bull. 479, Jan. 1969), at 5.
6. Laing, More Companies Lease a Variety of Equipment Instead of Purchasing It,
Wall Street J., Oct. 1, 1973, at 1, col. 6.
7. Id.
8. Should You Own, Lease or Custom Hirc Machinery, IMACHIINRY MANAGEMEN at 16, 17
(Successful Farming ed. 1969).
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ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
PARTNERSHIP OWNERSHIP

*Reduces investment in equipment.

*Difficult to fix responsibilities for
maintenance and repairs.
*Machine must be scheduled and
shared with partners.
*Noxious weeds or disease may be
carried from farm to farm.
*Each partner is subject -to all ownership risks.
*No tax advantages.

CUSTOM HIRING
*Reduces investment in equipment.
*Difficult to obtain good custom oper*No personal property tax to pay.
ators.
*Most custom operators highly skilled.
"Must schedule in advance or when
*Extra labor provided by custom operoperator is available.
ator.
*,Noxious weeds or disease may be
*No ownership risks.
carried from farm to farm.
*Costs directly tax deductible.
*Dependence upon reliability and skill
of operator.
SHORT TERM RENTAL
*Reduces investment in equipment.
*No personal property tax -to pay.
*Can obta-in up-to-date and properly
sized equipment.
*No ownership risks.
*Costs directly tax deductible.

*'Must schedule in advance or when
equipment available.
*Safety reduced by unfamiliarity with
machine.
*Noxious weeds or disease may be
carried from farm .to farm.
*Must often pick up and return equip.
ment.
*Rental costs are high.

LONG TERM LEASE
*Machine always available.
*Reduces chances of bringing noxious
weeds or disease to farm.
*Ordinarily no limitation on use of
machin~e.
'Modern equipment made available.
*Can purchase equipment at nominal
cost at end of term under some arrangements.
*Costs ordinarily directly tax deductible.

*Tax advantages may in individual
cases be overrated.
*May have ownership risks without
title.
*Rental costs may be high.
*Ordinarily must pay personal property taxes on equipment.
*No savings on maintenance, repairs
or operating expenses.

Any method of acquiring farm equipment has advantages and
disadvantages and the decision of which means to use is not always
an easy one. The traditional farm preference has been for ownership
sometimes supplemented by custom hiring and possibly some leasing.
II. VARIOUS LEASE TYPES
Leasing as a means of providing equipment for the farm can
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take a number of forms. The "short term rental or lease" is probably the predominant leasing form utilized by farmers who acquire
equipment or its use through a lease. The leveraged lease is the
least known form to the agricultural community.
Under a short term rental or lease, the lessee acquires the
use of equipment for a shorter period than the equipment's useful
life, as for one year. Rental payments made to the lessor during
one lease period do not cover his acquisition and maintenance
costs for the equipment, and the lessor bears the burdens and risks
of obsolescence and casualty loss, the costs of financing the equipment's purchase, insurance, license fees and taxes, and ordinarily
the responsibility for maintenance, repairs and replacement if the
equipment becomes inoperable. The lessor takes these factors into
account when he sets his rental rates (thus passing these costs
along to the lessee), and will lease the property for several lease
periods possibly to different users to recover his aggregate costs.
Additionally, since the lessor is in business to make money, his
rental rate will include a profit factor.
A short term rental can also be used to make equipment available only for the period of time the lessee needs it. For example,
a combine can be rented to a farmer for only the time necessary
to harvest a particular crop. The incidences of responsibility and
the method of computing rentals remain basically the same.
Short term rentals are useful to the farmer as a supplement
to his existing operating equipment. They are not commonly relied
upon by the agricultural community as a means of acquiring the
basic operating machinery of the farm on a regular basis. The
advantages and disadvantages of short term rentals are indicated
in the table above.
Some of the disadvantages of the short term rental can be overcome while retaining a number of the advantages by turning to
other forms of equipment lease arrangements generally characterized as "long term leases." The central economic theme of long
term equipment leases is that the lessor will establish his rental
rate and the lease term in a manner which will enable him to
recoup his cost of equipment (less salvage value), operating overhead and profit during the primary lease term.
One type of long term lease is sometimes characterized as
the financing lease.0 The duration of the lease term is substantially
equal to the useful life of the leased equipment. The lessee normally
assumes all of the costs and risks associated with ownership and
maintenance of the equipment. At the end of the lease term, the
lessee often has a right to renew at a substantially lower rental
9.

See Shapiro. The ABC'8 of Leastng, 1972 LAw FORUM 433, 435 (1972).
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rate than during the primary term or the lessee may have a
right to purchase the leased property at its fair market value
or for a nominal sum. These rights occur when the equipment
has been "paid for" by the lessee and the lessor has made his
profit and recouped any other costs he has incurred in the leasing
program.
If a financing lease is not structured properly, it may encounter
difficulties both for federal tax purposes and under North Dakota
law. For example, lease payments made by a lessee are deductible
by the lessee, for federal income tax purposes, if the lease is a
"true lease." However, if the so-called "lease" is really a disguised
conditional sale, the lessee's payments will not be deductible. 0
Also, if the transaction is not a "true lease" under North Dakota
law, the state courts could take a position similar to the California
courts and characterize the transaction as a usurious loan11 with
10. REV. RUL. 72-408, 1972 INT. REv. BULL. No. 35, at 8. The Revenue Ruling discusses
a number of other tax consequences resulting from a lease transaction being found to be a
conditional sale. In REv. RUL. 55-540, 1955-2 CUM. BULL. 39, 41-42, the Internal Revenue
Service listed six factors which indicate that a lease should be viewed as a conditional sale:
(a) Portions of the periodic payments are made specifically applicable to
an equity to be acquired by the lessee.
(b) The lessee will acquire title upon the payment of a stated amount of
"rentals" which under the contract he is required to make.
(c) The total amount which the lessee is required to ray for a relatively
short period of use constitutes an inordinately large proportion of the total sum
required to be paid to secure the transfer of title.
(d) The agreed "rental" payments materially exceed the current fair rental
value. This may be indicative that the payments include an element other than
compensation for the use of the property.
(e) The property may be acquired under a purchase option at a price
which is nominal in relation to the value of the property at the time when the
option may be exercised, as determined at the time of entering into the original
agreement, or which is a relatively small amount when compared with the total
payments which are required to be made.
(f) Some portion of the periodic payments is specifically designated as
interest or is otherwise readily recognizable as the equivalent of interest. [Citations omitted.]
Two examples of the anplication of these tests are found in Rav. RULE. 60-122, 1960-1
CUM. BULL. 56. The Service has also established the following guidelines for issuing advanced rulings on whether a transaction constitutes a lease:
(1) At least a 20 percent initial equity investment by the lessor;
(2) At least some cash flow to the lessor (stated to be at least 4 percent)
(8) A residual value at the end of the lease term of at least 15 percent of
the original cost;
(4) A useful life of the leased asset at least two years longer than the
lease term (or, if less, at least 20 percent longer) ;
(5) Consistency between the useful life claimed for depreciation and investment credit purposes. (The Revenue Act of 1971 amended § 46(c) (2) to provide that the useful life of any property for purposes of the investment credit
shall be the useful life used in computing depreciation.);
(6) Level rental payments;
(7) No option to purchase or extend the lease term, unless based upon fair
market value at the time of exercise;
(8) No option to extend the lease term for the full useful life.
Baskes, Tax Planning for Lease Transactions, 1972 LAW FORUM 482, 484-85 n. 7 (1972).
With respect to guideline (1), it has been noted that the Service has issued favorable
rulings where the owner's investment has been as low as 15 percent. Stiels & Walker, Leveraged Lease Financing of Capital Equipment, 28 Bus. LAWYER 161, 166 (1972).
11. See Burr v. Capital Reserve Corp., 71 Cal.2d 893, 458 P.2d 185, 80 Cal. Rptr, 345
(1969) ; Rochester Capital Leasing Corp. v. K & L Litho Corp., 13 Cal. App. 3d 697, 91
Cal. Rptr. 827 (1970).
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potentially disastrous consequences to the lessor under the state
usury statutes.12
In a variation on the financing lease, the lessor can provide
a maintenance service for the equipment and furnish repair parts
and replacements for inoperable equipment. The lessor can also
pay applicable taxes on the equipment and license fees. Costs
of these additional services are estimated by the lessor and included
in the rental payments to be made by the lessee. Because the
lessor is subject to inflation, including increases in any projected
labor and material costs which the lessor will have included in
establishing rental charges, the lessee may find himself paying
more for these services than he would if he were to handle them
himself.
Under another type of long term lease, the lessee again assumes
all of the risks and expenses associated with the equipment, but
he also guarantees to the lessor that at the end of the lease
term the leased equipment will have a guaranteed remaining value
which can be realized by the lessor through the sale of the equipment. If the lessor does not obtain a price equal to the agreed
remaining value upon a sale of the equipment at the end of the
lease term, the lessee must pay the difference to the lessor. If
the equipment is sold at more than the agreed remaining value,
a refund is made to the lessee. It has been said that "the theory
behind the additional payment by the lessee, or the refund by
the lessor, is that the rental payment established for the use of
the equipment had been miscalculated." 1I
The advantages and disadvantages of long term leasing which
are applicable in varying degrees to these different long term
lease arrangements are indicated in the table previously set out.
A fifth type of long term lease, the leveraged lease, has the advantages of long term leasing while reducing or eliminating the disadvantage of additional cost and providing a new source of capital
for equipment.
III. THE LEVERAGED LEASE
The leveraged lease derives its name from the investment by
a lessor of a relatively small equity (20 - 40 per cent of the purchase
price) in the acquisition of property to be leased as the basis for
borrowing substantial additional funds to pay the balance of the
12. N.D. CENT. CODE § 47-14-09 (Supp. 1973) ;N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 47-14-10 to -1l, (1960).
The penalty for a usurious loan in North Dakota is forfeiture of all interest and 25 percent
of the principal if the borrower has not paid. If usury has been paid the borrower can recover back double the interest and 25 percent of the principal. N.D. CENT. CODE § 47-14-10
(Supp. 1978).
13. Shapiro. 8upra note 9, at 435.
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total construction or acquisition costs. This approach is often referred
to in the financial community as "leveraging." ' " The debt financing
is obtained from insurance companies, pension funds or other types
of institutional investors. As security for the loan the lender is
assigned all or a portion of the rental payments to be made by
the lessee and is granted a security interest in the lease agreement,
the property covered by it and in any rental payments which
may be retained by the lessor. Once acquired by the lessor, the
property is placed in the hands of the lessee pursuant to a long
term lease agreement providing for rental payments sufficient to
repay at least the lessor's equity investment, administrative costs
and purchase money loan with respect to the property.
The leveraged lease derives its distinction and attractiveness
to the lessor by utilizing the lessor's small equity investment to
generate financing arrangements which provide a "tax shelter"
for income the lessor earns outside the leasing transaction. This
"tax shelter" is possible because the lessor is entitled to take
income tax deductions, primarily for interest and depreciation, based
upon the entire purchase price of the leased property. When a lessor's return from investments outside a "tax shelter" is sufficiently
great to produce high income tax liability, the investor can sometimes achieve an economic advantage by investing a portion of
his capital in areas which produce tax deductions to reduce his
high income tax liability on his return from other investments.
The investment in low-income or non-income producing operations
which produce large tax deductions or credits to offset return or
taxes on return from other investments can leave the investor with
more after tax dollars than if all of the investor's funds were invested
in operations yielding a high return, thus operating as a "tax shelter". The "tax shelter" must not itself yield a high return or the deductions would have to be used to offset this return. Thus, the leveraged lease would not be attractive as a "tax shelter" if it produced
substantial amounts of revenue or income to the lessor. These considerations allow the lessor under a leveraged lease to make the
equipment available at a lower rental rate than the rate required by
a strictly profit-motivated lessor.
The extent to which rental rates can be reduced in any particular
leveraged lease transaction depends on many factors which must be
calculated for each separate program, including among others:
(a) A requirement of the Internal Revenue Service that
the transaction must show some cash flow in order to be treated
as a true lease rather than a conditional sale; 15
14.
15.

See e.g., Laing, supra note 6.
Baskes, supra note 10, at 484-85 n. 7.
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(b) The period of time in which the investor requires that
his initial capital investment be returned to him and the interest
rate he requires during this term;
(c) The size of the "tax shelter" offered to the investor
in relationship to his equity investment and the length of time
the "tax shelter" will defer payment of taxes on income earned
outside the leasing arrangement.
The success of the averaged lease transaction is dependent
upon maximizing the tax benefits which can be used by the lessor
while providing economic and possibly tax benefits to the lessee.
This has become somewhat more complicated in recent years because of strong congressional interest in deterring business transactions which have as their primary attractiveness the "sheltering"
of income of passive investors. The Tax Reform Act of 196916 and
the Revenue Act of 197117 made changes in provisions applicable
to leveraged leasing. However, it is questionable whether these
changes 'have had much practical effect on the economics of most
leveraged lease transactions.' Additional efforts at revision of the
Internal Revenue Code in current and future Congresses will probably have further effects upon the tax consequences of this type
of financing. Certainly changes in the tax laws will have to be
reviewed in analyzing the potential or continued use of any leasing
transaction, including the leveraged lease, as those changes occur.
IV.

TAX ASPECTS

A.

LESSOR

While leveraged lease transactions can be created which involve
only one investor as the lessor, they have often been created with
several equity investors, either individual, institutional, or both,
on the lessor's side of the transaction. When there are several
investors, it is necessary to establish a single business entity through
which the investors act as the lessor. The most important feature
of the entity is that it must be structured to permit the entity's
tax deduction items (primarily those for interest payments and
depreciation) to flow through to the individual investor for federal
income tax purposes. For this reason the entity is structured in
a way which will allow it to be taxed as a partnership under
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The entity could be a general
partnership, a limited partnership, a joint venture or a business
16. Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-172, 83 Stat. 487.
17. Pub. L. No. 92-178, 85 Stat. 497 (1971).
18. See Baskes, supra note 10, at 488.
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trust. 10 For purposes of considering the tax implications of a leveraged lease, it will be assumed the entity will be treated as a
partnership and reference will be made to it as a partnership
and the investors will be referred to as partnership investors.
Under Subchapter K 20 the partnership is treated as a conduit
through which the partners receive items of taxable income or
loss which retains the same character in the hands of the partners
for tax purposes as they had in the partnership. 21 Thus, net income,
net loss, capital gain or capital loss will be treated by the partners
in the same manner as if they had incurred the same items individually.
As with any taxpayer the partnership (and through it the investors) will be entitled to a deduction for depreciation under Section
167 pursuant to any method elected by the partnership and permitted under the Code, including the straight line method, the declining
balance method, the sum of the years-digits method or the class
life system including ADR ("asset depreciation range") .22 In addition to the "ordinary" deductions for depreciation provided by
Section 167, the partnership might also take the 20% bonus depreciation which is available for equipment having a useful life of
six years or more in the year the equipment is acquired. 23 The
bonus depreciation can provide up to a maximum deduction of
20% of $10,000 per investor or if the investor is married, and files
24
jointly 20% of $20,000 per investor.
The depreciation deductions provide a major "tax shelter" to
the investor and for this reason most "tax shelter" programs utilize
some form of accelerated depreciation to increase the shelter feature
for the investor. The providing of increased depreciation, of course,
merely defers the payment of taxes since upon the disposition
of the equipment the excess depreciation deductions will be recap19. Not all general partnerships, limited partnerships, joint ventures or business trusts
will be treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes. The Treasury has adopted
regulations dealing with the classification for tax purposes of these and other entities
whether such entities and others are to be treated as partnerships or as "associations"
taxable as a corporation. Treas. Regs. §§ 301.7701-1 to -4 (1960), as amended, T.D. 6797,
1965-1 CUM. BULL. 553. Regulation 7701-2 sets forth six characteristics which are examined
in determining whether a particular entity will be treated as an "association":
(i) [aissociates, (ii) an objective to carry on business and divide the gains
therefrom, (iii) continuity of life, (iv) centraliztion of management, (v) liability
for corporate debts limited to corporate property, and (vi) free transferability
of Interests.
Treas. Reg. § 801.7701-2(a) (1) (1960).
20. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, §§ 701-71.
21. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, §§ 701-02.
22. INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 167.
23. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 179.
24. It is not necessarily advantageous for a partnership or partners to claim the full 20
percent additional first-year depreciation. Because the partners may have the maximum
amount of property to which the bonus depreciation will apply in their own separate businesses, any additional 20 percent first year depreciation through the partnership might be
of no use to them. 34 AM. Jun. 2d 1973 Federal Taxation 5584 (1972).
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tured in the year the equipment is sold 25 and thereby increase
the investor's tax liability in that year, unless the investor enters
into another "tax sheltered" investment or his existing "tax shelter"
program is continued and expanded.
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 has placed some limitations upon
the depreciation deduction through the introduction of the concepts
of the "net lease" and the minimum tax on items of tax preference.
Under provisions added by that Act, with respect to personal property subject to depreciation ("Section 1245 property") which is
also subject to a "net lease," any accelerated depreciation which
exceeds the allowable deduction under the straight line method
for a taxable year will be treated as an item of tax preference"
which will be subject to the ten per cent minimum tax imposed
by Section 56.27
The "net lease" concept is aimed primarily at the passive
holding of investment property rather than property held for use
in a trade or business. The Code implements this concept by defining "net lease" in terms that require the lessor's deductions for
ordinary and necessary business expenses under Section 16228 (other
than rents or reimbursed amounts) to exceed 15 per cent of his
rental income produced by the leased property for the lease not
to be a "net lease. ' 29 Because of the nature of the leverage
lease, the deductions relating to the property owned by the partnership will be primarily those for depreciation and interest paid
deductible under Sections 167 and 163, respectively. Therefore, it
is likely that the partnership will be dealing with a "net lease"
which would require the investors to treat the excess depreciation
deductions as an item of tax preference. 0 The amount subject
to the ten per cent minimum tax for each investor is the aggregate
of all of his items of tax preference in a taxable year, reduced
by a specific allowance of $30,000 and further reduced by the
amount of income tax paid by the investor in that taxable year.,
The effect of the minimum tax is to limit the extent of the use
of "tax shelter" programs by some investors, but because of the
number of variables in determining the existence of items of tax
preference and application of the minimum tax, whether any par25. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 1245.
26. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 57(a) (3). Items of tax preference are defined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, § 57(a), to include certain amounts of excess investment
interest prior to January 1, 1972 (see text accompanying notes 33-38 infra), accelerated
depreciation on real property, accelerated depreciation on personal property subject to a
net lease, amortization of certified pollution control facilities, amortization of railroad
rolling stock, stock options, reserves for losses on bad debts of financial institutions, depletion, capital gains and amortization of on-the-job training and child care facilities.
27. IN,'T. REv. CoDE of 1954, § 56.
28. INT. REv. CoDE of 1954, § 162.
29. IN.rr REV. CODE of 1954, §i57(c) (1).
30. See note 26 supra.
31. INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 56(a).
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ticular investor would find the minimum tax provisions restrictive
will depend upon his overall tax situation.

The second major deduction available to the partnership is
the deduction for interest paid by the partnership on the purchase
money loan used to acquire the equipment to be leased. Interest

payments are deductible under Section 163, but are subject to special
treatment if they fall within the Code's definition of "investment
2
interest."
The deductibility of "investment interest" is limited in taxable
years after December 31, 1971.33 "The term 'investment interest'
means interest paid or accrued on indebtedness incurred or continued
to purchase or carry property for investment" 84 which includes
property subject to a "net lease." 35s Since it is highly likely, as
previously indicated, that the partnership would be utilizing a "net
lease," the interest paid by the partnership will be "investment
interest." For the investor this will mean that his investment interest deduction will be allowed only to the extent it does not exceed
the aggregate of his following items of income in the order listed:
(1)

$25,000;

(2) Net investment income, i.e., the excess of investment income from interest, dividends, rents, royalties and net short term
capital gain from investment properties over expenses, including

straight-line depreciation, incurred in earning such income;86
(3) The excess of net long-term capital gain over net shortterm capital loss; 87
32. TNT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 163.
83. TNT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 163(d). For prior years investment interest was treated as
an item of tax preference. See TNT. REv. CoDE of 1954, § 57(a) (1).
34. TNT.REv. CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (3)(D).
35. TNT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (4) (A).
36.
(A) Net Investment Income.-The term "net investment income" means
the excess of investment income over investment expenses.
(B) Investment Income.-The term "investment income" means(i) the gross income from interest, dividends, rents, and royalties,
(ii) the net short-term capital gain attributable to the disposition
of property held for investment, and
(iii) any amount treated under sections 1245 and 1250 as gain
for the sale or exchange of property which is neither a capital asset
nor property described in section 1231,
but only to the extent such income, gain, and amounts are not derived
from the conduct of a trade or business.
(C) Investment Expenses.-The term "investment expepses" means the
deductions allowable under sections 162, 164(a) (1) or (2), 166, 167, 171, 212,
or 611 directly connected with the production of investment income. FoZ1 purposes of this subparagraph, the deduction allowable under section 167 with respect to any property may be treated as the amount which would have been
allowable had the taxpayer depreciated the property under the straight line
method for each taxable year of its useful life for which the taxpayer has held
the property, and the deduction allowable under section 611 with respect to any
property may be treated as the amount which would have been allowable had
the taxpayer determined the deduction under section 611 without regard to
section 613 for each taxable year for which the taxpayer has held the prbperty.
TNT. Rv.CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (3)(A-C).
37. INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (1) (C).
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(4) One-half of the excess of investment interest over the total
of items (1), (2) and (3). 88
The deduction for any investment interest expense exceeding this
limitation must be deferred to subsequent taxable years subject
to the same limitation in those years. The effect of the limitation
is that the full amount of the purchase money loan interest passed
by the partnership to the investor might not be allowable as a
current deduction to all or some of the investors. The limitation
on the deduction of investment interest does not, however, apply
to corporate investors. 89
One further items needs comment in reviewing the investor's
tax picture. This is the restored investment tax credit. It will not,
as restored, be available to an investor, except a corporate investor,
in a typical leveraged lease program because of the limitation
on the credit's availability to certain lessors of property.4 0 However,
it does appear that it can be passed on to the lessee 1 and because
of this willl still benefit the overall program.
The limitations placed on depreciation and interest deductions
and the investment tax credit by Congress were designed to reduce
the utility of "tax shelters" to some types of investors.42 However,
in the aggregate, the limitations are not severe enough to outweigh
the benefits that can still be received in "tax shelter" programs
by many investors.
B.

LESSEE

The tax aspects of leveraged leasing from the lessee's standpoint are somewhat less complex. If the lessee leases instead of
purchases his equipment, he would lose the deductions for depreciation and interest he might pay on a purchase money loan. However, to offset the loss of these deductions, he will be able to deduct
the total lease payments made each year. 43 This deduction can
be taken on the same accounting basis that the lessee normally
uses, including, if he is a farmer, the crop basis.
It also appears that the partnership can assign the investment
tax credit to the lessee even if the investors are precluded from
using it. Since the partnership under a fully leveraged lease will
in all probability be unable to take the restored credit, the partner38. INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (1) (D).
39. INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 163(d) (1).
40. See INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 46(d).
41. CCH 1973 Stand. Fed. Tax Rep., 594.017. See INT. REv. CODE of 1954, § 48(d). See
also text accompanying notes 43-47 infra.
42. See e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 91-413, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., § IV E (2-1969 U.S. Code Cong.
& Ad. News 1645, 1718-1720 (1970)).
43. Treas. Reg. § 1.162-11 (1958), a8 amended T.D. 6520, 1961-1 Cum. BuLL. 52; Treas.
Reg. § 1.162-12 (1958), as amended, T.D. 7198, CCH 1972 Stand; Fed. Tax Rep., 6820.
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ship would allow the lessee to take it," thereby making the leasing
package more attractive. The Revenue Act of 1971 which restored
the investment tax credit provides that it applies to any Section
38 property, which is defined to include depreciable tangible personal
property with a useful life of three years or more determined
as of the time the property is placed in service.4 5 The seven
per cent investment tax credit is limited in total amount to the
first $25,000 of tax liabiliy of the taxpayer plus 50 per cent of
the tax liability in excess of $25,000.46 However, even though the
entity elects to have the lessee treated as the owner of the leased
property, any use of the investment tax credit by the lessee would
be subject to possible recapture at a future time. Agricultural
equipment under the Internal Revenue Service depreciation guidelines has a useful life of ten years.47 Most leases of farm equipment
by the partnership would be for a period of less than ten years;
therefore, the lessee would be subjected to "recapture" of a portion
of the credit at the end of the lease term by adding the recaptured
portion to his tax for the year in Which the partnership makes
an early disposition of the equipment by selling it on the used market.48 This treatment is the same as the lessee would receive if
he had purchased the equipment and disposed of it in the same
length of time within which the partnership disposes of it. By being
able to deduct rental payments under the lease and to utilize
the investment tax credit, a lessee under a leveraged lease should
be in no less favorable tax position than if he owned the equipment
and may in fact find that he has achieved some tax benefits.
C.

REVENUE RULING

Because of the importance of the tax aspects of the leveraged
lease, it is advisable to seek a revenue ruling from the Internal
Revenue Service before a leveraged lease program is commenced,
to insure that the desired tax results, including those outlined above,
will be incurred in the program. A ruling request could be joined
in by the entity and by a typical potential lessee to seek confirmation
that the following results would flow from the program:
1. The entity created will be taxable as a partnership and
the equity investors in the partnership will be entitled to include
44. CC- 1973 Stand. Fed. Tax Rep., 594.017. See INT. REV. CoD of 1954, § 48(d). In the
even there are corporate investors they could if it is to their advantage take the investment tax credit. If they do take the credit the rental rate to the lessee should be negotiated downward.
45. INT. REv. CoDE of 1954, § 48(a).
46. INT. REv. CoDE of 1954, § 46.
47. Rev. Proc. 72-10, 1972 INT. REv. BULL. No. 8, at 13 (01.0), superseding Rev. Proc.
71-25. 1971-72 Cum. BULL. 553.
48. INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 47.
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all partnership items of income.
2. The partnership will be considered the purchaser, original
user, owner and lessor of the leased equipment.
3. The lease is a "true lease" (as opposed to a disguised
conditional sale) under which the user of the equipment is the lessee
and entitled to deduct rental payments made under the lease.
4. The partnership will be entitled to accelerated depreciation
and to pass the investment tax credit to the lessee.
5. The basis of the equipment for purposes of computing depreciation and investment tax credit will be the cost of the equipment
to the partnership.
6. Any funds advanced by a purchase money lender will be
considered loans made to the partnership and the partnership will
be entitled to deduct interest paid thereon by it.49
V.

SECURITIES LAW ASPECTS

Any leveraged lease program developed to provide equipment
to the farm would have to be sufficiently large to provide attractive
"tax shelter" features. No single farm would, as a practical matter,
be able to support a program. Consequently, the program will be
dealing with multiple lessees.
A leveraged lease program may also involve multiple investors
or multiple lenders, or both. Because of this, federal and state
securities laws must be examined to determine their possible effects
on the proposed transaction.
When there are multiple investors, lenders, and lessees in any
combination, it is also clear from an organizational standpoint alone
that a business entity of some type will be required to successfully
coordinate the overall transaction. The entity will act as the depository for the investment capital contributed by the various investors.
It also will be the entity which deals or negotiates with the lenders
and lessees involved in the transaction. The investor will place his
investment capital into the entity and will receive therefor as evidence of his investment a certificate of interest in the program.
The lender, if the loan is of sufficient size, may parcel out portions
of the loan to other subsidiary lenders. To evidence the acquisition
of a portion of the loan by the subsidiary lenders, they will be
issued a form of debt security.
49.

See Stiles & Walker, supra note 10, at 165.

50.

Securities Act of 1933, ch.

38, § 1,

48 Stat. 74, as amended 15 U.S.C.

§§

77a-77aa

(1971). In addition, if the debt securities would be issued in a non-exempt public offering,
they would be issued pursuant to a trust indenture which would have to be qualified under
the Trust Indenture Act of 1939, ch. 38, § 301, 53 Stat. 1149, amended 15 U.S.C. §§ 77aaa77bbb (1971).
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Both of these indicia of interest are securities for purposes
of the Securities Act of 1933.50 The definition of "security" in Section 2(1) 51 includes "any note, . . . bond, . . . debenture . . . evidence of indebtedness, . . . certificate of interest or participation
in any profit sharing agreement, . . . and investment contract.
. . " The lender interest is clearly one of the debt securities
and the investor interest will be covered by one of the other
terms of the definition.
Section 5 of the Act makes it unlawful to sell any security
in interstate commerce or through the use of the mails without
a registration statement being in effect under the Act. 52 This prohibition exists in all cases except where the Act or the Rules
and Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission provide an exemption for either the securities or the transaction in
which they are issued or traded. As a practical matter, the securities which would be involved in a leverage lease program for farm
equipment would not qualify as exempt securities. There are three
plausible types of exempt transactions which could be utilized in
this type of program. These are: (1) the intrastate offering exemp54
tion, 53 (2) a small offering under Regulation A of the Commission,
5 5
and (3) the private offering exemption.
When an objective of
a leverage lease program to provide farm equipment is to infuse
a new source of capital into the agricultural community from outside
that community, and since the tax aspects make it clear that a
large program is necessary to provide adequate and attractive
"tax shelter" features to the investors, it is unlikely that either
the intrastate offering exemption or the provisions of Regulation A
could be utilized.
The exemption for private offerings or private placements has
been used in connection with some leveraged lease transactions
where both the investor and lender groups have consisted of a
few large, sophisticated participants. This exemption would be available in a leverage lease program to provide farm equipment if
an analysis of the program by these types of participants proved
it to be attractive to them. If, however, the investor group or
the lender group, or both, is broadbased, a registration of either
51. Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, § 2(1), 48 Stat. 74, as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77b (1971).
52. Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, § 5, 48 Stat. 77, as amended 15 U.S.C. § 77e (1971).
53. Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, § 3(a)(11), 48 Stat. 906, as amended 15 U.S.C. §
77c(a) (11)
(1971). Although the exemption is contained in Section 3 of the Act which defines "exempt securities" the basis for the exemption is transactional in nature.
54. SEC Reg. A, 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.251-263 (1972). Because of the filings and staff approvals required under Regulation A, many securities lawyers do not consider It as a real
exemption.
55. Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, § 4(2), 78 Stat. 580 (1964), as amended 15 U.S.C.
§ 77d(2) (1971).
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or both the certificates of interest and the debt securities would
be required.
Irrespective of whether registration is required, because of the
potential civil and criminal liabilities imposed upon issuers under
the federal securities laws, 58 it is important to determine who
will be considered the issuer of any securities utilized in a leverage
leasing program. A determination of the identity of the issuer
requires a consideration of the type of entity through which the
program would be operated. There are several types of business
entities which could be used, including the business trust and the
limited partnership.
The business trust is inappropriate and impractical for a program
of this type because in order to obtain taxable status as a partnership, it must fulfill a passive role which, in the multiple lessee
situation, it would be unlikely to do. Further, where the business
trust with its passive role has been used in leveraged lease transactions, the lessee has been treated as the issuer of securities
issued in connection with the program. 57 In the multiple lessee
situation, this treatment would make the program impractical.
The limited partnership on the other hand is not required by
the tax laws to maintain a passive role. Because a limited partnership, in acting through its general partners, has the facility to
engage actively in business and with multiple lessees, it would
be required by the nature of the program to assume an active
position. By assuming an active role in the conduct of the business
through its general partners, the limited partnership should be
considered the issuer of its own investment and debt securities.
Historically, in other types of transactions, the limited partnership
has been treated as an issuer.
If in forming a particular program it is believed that no registration will be required, that fact as well as the status of the
limited partnership as the issuer ought to be determined by seeking
a "no action" letter from the Commission's staff. If the program
56. Civil remedies, including rescission, damages and injunctive relief, are provided
against a number of persons, including issuers, for violations of the requirements of and
for improper acts under the federal securities laws pertaining to registration and sale of
securities. These arise from' the language and judicial applications of Sections 11, 12, 17
and 20 of the Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, 48 Stat. 82 as amended 15 U.S.C. § 77k (1971),
48 Stat. 84 as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77i (1971), 48 Stat. 84 as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77q
(1971), and 48 Stat. 86 (1933), as amended 15 U.S.C. § 77t, respectively, Section 10(b) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 891 as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 78J (1971),

and

SEC Reg. 10b-5, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (1972). Criminal penalties consisting of fines of up
to $5,000 and imprisonment for up to five years are also provided for violations under the
Securities Act of 1933, ch. 98, 48 Stat. 87 as amended, 15 U.S.C. § 77x (1971).
57. Under Section 2(4) of the Securities Act of 1933, ch. 38, 48 Stat. 74 as amended, 15
U.S.C. § 77(b)(4) (1971), the user (in most cases the lessee) of equipment is specifically
defined as the issuer of equipment trust certificates issued to evidence equity investments
in a business trust. The staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission has also treated
the lessee as the issuer of debt securities issued in connection with a business trust carrying on a leasing program. See Stiles & Walker, supra note 10, at 177.
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is one in which registration is required, the position of the limited
partnership as the issuer of the securities in the program will
be determined during the registration process. The program should
also be cleared with the appropriate State Securities Commissioners.
VI. THE ENTITY
In some industries, the leveraged lease has been developed
through a business trust by which the lessor, often a bank or
syndicate of banks, makes an equity investment of 20-40 per
cent of the cost of the leased equipment and borrows the remaining
portion of the cost by the sale of debt participations to institutional
investors such as insurance companies and pension funds.58 For
the tax and securities reasons previously discussed, the business
trust is not an appropriate entity for a multiple lessee program
which would be required in leasing farm equipment.
The limited partnership removes the difficulties that apply to
the business trust in the tax and securities areas. Further, the
limited partnership can provide a central and active management
organization to supervise the program. It would handle the traditional activities of the business trust such as collecting rents and
making payments to investors and on the purchase money loan.
In addition it could assist prospective lessees in ordering their
equipment and keep track of the equipment in the program. It
would arrange for disposition of used equipment at the end of
lease terms and could conceivably provide or arrange for maintenance and repair service. Necessarily, before entering into any
significant activity beyond simply providing equipment to the farm
through leveraged leases, provision would have to be made for
compensation for the additional activity, and the tax effects to
the investor which might result from the increased activities would
have to be examined for the particular program.
The limited partnership would be created to consist of a general
partner which could be a group of farmers, an equipment manufacturer, an equipment dealer or a group of equipment dealers,
a national leasing company, a mortgage banker, possibly an investment banking firm, or any other persons or entities to whom
the program is financially attractive enough that they would be
willing to assume the liability of a general partner. 59 Outside investors would comprise the limited partners. It would be necessary
for any sole corporate general partner to have a net worth of
at least ten or 15 per cent (depending on the size of the limited
partnership) of the total investment in the limited partnership for
58.
59.

See generally, Stiles & Walker, supra note 10, at 163-64.
See N.D. CENT. CODE § 45-10-09 (1960).
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the entity to be treated as a partnership for federal tax purposes. 0
The general partner need not contribute a substantial amount of
equity to the limited partnership as the primary source of equity
would be the limited partners. The tax benefits from the limited
partnership would be distributed among the general and limited
partners in a manner most advantageous to both through the drafting of the partnership documents."1 The general partner may be
compensated under a separate management contract between it
and the limited partnership pursuant to which the general partner
would actively operate the business.
VII.

CONCLUSION

For the individual farmer, the leveraged lease differs from
other forms of long term leasing because it, unlike other long
term leases, does not depend solely upon the out-of-pocket rental
expenditures by the farmer to develop its return to the lessor.
The rentals under a leveraged lease program are always negotiable.
It depends on such diverse factors as the rate of return sought
by the investors, the rate of interest to be paid the lenders, the
investors' effective tax brackets which affect their after tax yield
on their investment, the percentage of the total purchase price
to be invested by the investors as compared to the amount to
be borrowed, the period of time over which the investors are to
recoup their investments, whether the investors are to recoup their
entire investment, and the term of the lease. The interpolation of
these factors in the establishment of a rental rate is so complex
that it normally requires a specially designed computer program.
The end result should provide to the farmer a rental rate sufficiently
comparable to the cost of ownership to make the use of the leveraged
lease a true alternative to the purchase of the farm's major equipment. Additionally, the farmer will have the standard advantages
of leasing available to him such as the availability of new equipment on a more frequent basis, the release of capital utilized
under ownership in the down payment and the conserving of his
available lines of credit, leaving them open for other uses.
Beyond the utility of the program to the individual farmer,
the farming community as a whole would benefit by such a program if it is structured in such a manner which makes it financially
attractive to major investors. This benefit would be derived by
channeling the financial resources and imagination of the major
money markets directly into the agricultural community. This at60.
61.
62.

Rev. Proc. 72-13, 1972-1 Cum. BuLL. 735.
See INT. REV. CODE of 1954, § 704(a).
See generally, Stiles & Walker, supra note IQ, at 161-69.
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traction of major new financial sources to the agricultural community has many potential benefits, including the introduction of
a different competitive factor into agricultural financing.
The use of the leveraged lease by the farmer as a means to
acquire his capital equipment can provide a viable and workable
alternative to ownership.

